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Induced Innovation: A Critical Review of the Theory

and the Conclusions From New Evidence

Introduction

1) The formal analysis of economic growth has started as an analysis

of tile accumulation of factors of production, in particular of capital.

Tile simple }Iarrod-i)omar models regarded increases in the ca[)ital -labor

ratio as tileonly source of increases in percapi ta income. Therefore,

increases in investment into physical capi tal (through incruases ill the

savings rate) were considered tl)e single most important policy goal

for countries trying to achieve growth.

Howe ve r, with the work of Solow (1957) and others it soon became

apparent that increases in the pi]ysical capital-labor ratio could explain-

only a very small part of the increases in per capi ta incomes. Wilat tile

capital-labor ratio could not explain was termed technical cl)ange, altt~ough

tl]emore neutral term “efficiency increases” migt]t have gel]erated less con-

troversy or misunderstanding, Since tl}el~Denisen (1969), Jorgensen and

Cri Iici]es (1267) and others h~ve made great effort to al locaLc ‘Jtecl]nical

change” to various elements of efficiency increases or qualiLy cllangcs l~f

traditional factors: ll~creases in education, quality changes of capital

equipment and land, changes in uti Iization rate of capi tal and economics

Qf scale, etc.

The ultimdte source of these cllallges is always some sort of ir)vest-

ment, altl)ough not tlw traditional investlileiltof the Ilarrod-lhmar model
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into new unit5 of already developed pl]ysical capital. Schultz (I!X6)

therefore stresses ti~at less developed countries will not be able to

obtain growtn by

Instead they wil

improved inputs

investing more into capital goods of traditional form.

i~ave to create new institutions capable of providing

nto production such as better educated labor force, better

intermediate inputs (e.g. seeds) and new capital equipment adapted to tile

local conditions. Some institutions (extension, information) and the

proper market incentives for the diffusion of the new inputs will also be

required. Governll]ent activi ty in tl~e production and diffusion of new

tecilniques is necessary because private firlilswil 1 be unable to capture

all the benefits of t;~eir investments. Schultz argues that only if the

less developed countries are successful in this endeavor will they obtain

growth.

2) Suppose a country is successful in obtaining efficiency growth, Tt~c

rate of growth of labor income and employment (not necessari Iy the wage

rdtcs) \/ill not only depend on the rate of efficiency growth but also on

whetwr the ensuing efficiency growth will be biased, i.e. labor saving or

labor using.* If the countries simply import tecl]niques from the developed

countries wi thuut adapting them to their own factor endowments, their

efficiency growtl] will be labor saving and labor incomes and employment

~:Tne terms factor saving and factor using biases are unfortunate be-
cause efficiency gains wi 11 most often reduce the absolute amoul]t used per
unit of output of all factors. However, the terms factor saving and using
do not refer to the absolute requirements, but to the relative speed with
which t,w requirerilents are reduced. Efficiency gains are said to be saving
the factor which has its input requirements reduced in the highest propor-
tion at constant factor prices. Absolute changes of factor productivity
are not considered,
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will not rise fast or may even de~lirle. On the other hand if tiley could

develop their own techniques or adapt advance techniques such that, for a

given increase in total factor efficiency (or productivity), they would

use substantially lower capital-labor ratios than the techniques of the

developed countries, Li]en labor

The induced innovation hypothes

occur if the necessary institut

opportuni ty Gust of factors.

incomes and employment would rise faster.

s maintains that tilis is possible and will

ons exist and factor prices reflect the true

Tile basic idea of the induced innovation hypothesis is that the biases

are not determined outs

ditions prevailing with

1366) the biases depend

de of the economic system but depend on the con-

n each economy. In the Hicks-Ahrnad version (Ahmad

on changes in relative factor prices while in the

lQn;~edy-Samuel son version (Samuelson 1J65) they depenJ on the level of tl]e

factor shares. Only witil empirical evidence can we decide which inducement

mechanism is trle correct on{: and whether tile induced innovation hypothesis

LO .3 r.:vic~ of t,Ieelilpirica] eviJence now available.$’ Tl~e conclus

L,lis paper ar~ L;lat tilCevidence strongly supports the view tl]at b

determined within tne economi~ syster,]and are not exogenous to it.

otiler hand it is not yet clear how the economic variables interact

~rln particular Hayarni and Ruttan (1970), Fellne’r (1972) and B
(lj72). The last reference discusses the measurement of biases in
Japanese and U.S. agriculture. Thess measurements underly the emp
conclusions on induced innovation of this paper.

ons of

ases are

On the

to

ns~langer

rical
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determine the biases. To know more about this problem, a better theo-

retical model of induced innovation is needed. Such a model should be

based on the theory of investment rather than on a simple one period model

of cost minimization on which the previous models have been based.

The concept of Hicks neutrality is used in this paper.~’ But it is

used in a slightly amended version wi~ich leads to a definition of biases

in terms of factor shares.

q
1:

[

i-saving

Bi O I{icks
\relative factor prices

“T —>
i-neutral (1)

ai i-using

where CYi is the share of factor i in total costs. This definition has

the advantage that it leads to a single measure of bias for each factor in

the n-factor case while Hicks definition would lead to n-1 measures of

bias for each factor.;~*

~llicksl definition is as follows (StX Nadiri lj70 for a good dis-

cussion). Technical cnange is said to be neutral, labor-saving or labor-
using depending on whether, at a constant capital-labor ratio, the mar-
ginal rate of substitution stays constant, increases or decreases. Plathe-
matically this can be expressed as follows: ,

where fl: andLfL stand for the marginal products. iieutrality is therefore
a homothetic inwards shift of the unit osoquant. If at a constant factor
ratio the marginal rate of substitution (or the ratio of the capital price
to the labor price) is rising, tilen the labor share is declining. This
leads immediately to definition (1).

+;:To estimate biases it is, however, not possible to simply iook at
historic factor silare changes. The observed share changes have come about
through biased technical change and through ordinary factor substitution
in response to changes in the prices of the factors. The basic problem is,
therefore, to sort out to what extent the share changes have been due to
biased technical change and to wlmt extent to price changes. This can oniy
be done, in a grap!lic sense, if t}]e curvature of the isoquant is known.
The substitution parameters of the production process have to be estimated
before any biases can be measured,



Induccd Innovd tion as an Invcstmen t Problel.1

One way of thin; ing of the biases and, more generally of the rate of

efficiency gains, is to treat them as given from outside of the economic

system. This view in a way likens tile discovery of new methods of pro-

duction to geograpilic discoveries. The physical, cilemica’

world ilas certain properties which are given and can be d

tney are discovered they will un

biases of te.cl~nologicdl ci~ange.

can only find wtlat is there: Co’

was America.

, and biologica

scovered. Once

quely determine both the rate and the

Similarlyl in geographic exploration you

umbus set out for India; what hc found

While it is certainly true that one can only discover the existing

properties of the real world, tec!]nological possibilities of these pro-

perties rnig;ltbe Inucl]more flexible than the view of exogenous cietermina-

tion Qf rate and biases of technological change rnigllthold. Given a certain

amount of researcl expenditures, one can develop a large variety of pro-

cesses , eac!~ one with different impact on the cost of production and on

factor intensities. If this view is true, ttlen the rate anti the biases would

i.,cdetermined within t!~cecol~omic system and to find out more about it, one

‘iwu]d neec! an investment ttleory of tecilnologica] change. Schmookler (1366)

and ilelson (19s9a and b) have loosely discussed invention in such a frame-

work, but not much progress has been tiade in this area to develop a rigorous

model. To facilitate tile later discussion therefore, tileelements whictl

such a modeI snould include are sketchf

of technological Change or innovation

terms of the Diases.

d out, first in terms of the rate

n a particular industry and then in
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Leaving product innovation aside, the rate of efficiency growth would

be governed

Inatiwma tica

1

by ti~e f~l lowing elements to which one can assign pseudo-

symbols for further reference.

Physical, chemical and biological possibilities, i.e.,

the state of tl]e basic sciences, which one might assume

to be exogenous. Let this complex be denoted by S.

4:. Tile cost of dcvclooing actual production processes frorll

s, i.e., t:le rcsearct] an(l ucve iopmcnt costs, C.

3. Tile expected returns Obtainable frorllLiie innovatic)li,

wi~ich will be governed by

a) The size of the process to whictl an innovation is

applied, H. The bigger tile process, the Iarger the

inarket pot~ntial of tile innovation.

i)) Tile prices of ott~er factors of product

c) Tile interest rate, r.

d) ULhcr fact0r5 sLlcll as tll~ s~at~ Of cOmF

on, F’.

Stition in the

industry, patentabil ity or other protection of tile

irlnovators rigllLs, etc. Denote this l~y 0.

One can tlmn writti the rate of efficiency growth as the following

general relationsi]ip:

T= f(S,C,ll,P,r,O). (2)

This is a framcivor!~whicl] is very similar to the Iluman capital approacil of

labor quality improvwlw[lts or to investr:leiltsinto soil imprOVeiilell tS,
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Given SUCil an invcstrmnt theory the quest iotlof endogenci ty or

exogenei ty of tne rate is an empirical question of the relative importance

of tile different variables in f. If the S complex dominates dll otner

elements, then tl]e rate will be mainly exogenous while it will be tindogenous

if tile economic variables

standing ampirical invest

of important inver]tions il

are more relevant than the S complex.~ In an out.-

gation uf J. S. patent statistics and of hundreds

four industries, Sciwnookler (1366) has come to

the conclusion tilat the rate of return to inventions is of far greater im-

portance than the 5tate of knowledge. lie snows that market forces and not

the availability of all the necessary elements of S trigger off the inven-

tions. ;ihile the avai labi Iity of al 1 necessary basic krrowledge may be a

necessary condition, ne /las found no instance ‘,~het-ethis alone has brought

about an important invention. In most cases considered, tllc necessary basic

knowledge was availal>lu decddes ueforc Lllc iilllovatiullwas actually made.

It is a small sLep front tile ful]ction (2) tu the formulation of an

analogous il]vestillentmodel of the biases:

Biases = g(S,C,M,P,r,O) (3)

In t;le actual world t;le biases ::J LIIC rate will be determil]cd siinultaneously,

but it is analytically convenient to separate Llle two.

Tile questions to be askvd in tilis investment model are the same as

k fo rc: Does S constrain the possibilities for ~iases such tl~at all otiwr

drgumcllts become elllpirically irrelevant? If ti]at is the case, biases (or

:’S is Js>umcd to grow exogenously. ‘dl~ile this may be questionable in
tl~e case of t;~e ~J.S., it is certainly quite a goud assumption for [nest other
countries.



neutrality) are g verr exogenously, even if enterpreneurs tried to al

their research expenditures according to an investment model. Anoth[

8

oca te

r way

to have de facto erogeneity would be if the cost of achieving a labor

saving biases was small while the cost of capital saving biases ‘was ex-

orbi tant.:~

The theoretical discussions of induced biases in the m

til(:empiricdl research Ja5c.i on it !lavc centured on t:le fol

d-sixties ~ild

owing aSpdCi’>:

1+● On tile return side they i~ave only considered factor prices

and factor shares

The first reference to factor prices as a source of biases has been

made by Hicks (1964) in his Theory of Wages (originally published in 1932).

ile argues tl]at changes in factor prices wil 1 induce biases which wil 1 save

the progressively more expensive factor. (Of course, Ltre biases themselves

will influence the factor prices.) t{icks did not specify the rnecilanism lIy

whicn this would occur.

>~This is similar to tlvs problem of planting bananas in Quebec. Uh i1e
it is not impossible to build vast heated greenhouses there, no one will
do it commercially because of tile exorbitant costs associated with it.



Ai~mad (IJ66) ilas a very Careful exposition of this idea. lie uses tile

concept of a historic inilovation possibility curve {lPC) defineJ as follows:

potential production prc~cesses to he——

of as determined }Jy Lhc state (Jf LII.:

:j(]sicscie.i~ces. ~(lci~pruccss in tile set is cnardckri zeJ by dII isoquanl

v~itil a relatively small elas Lici Ly of substitution} aild eacil of tile processes

irl LIIQ 5et requires a ~iven alnount of resources to be developed to tilt: point

~~[.]~ f-e i t actual ly cdfl iJc used. T[lc IPC is the envelope of all unit iso-

quants of the $Ubset of those poter]tial processes \//ricii tileefltrepreneur

might d:vclop ~jitllan c’.xo#:II[JLJsly given amount of rcsearcir aild development

expei~ditures. l-t]cJdtc.rmination of tile rate of tecilnological cii~nrjeis t:icre-

forc not considered in Lflis model. Figure 1 taken froin AilmaJ’s pllblicati~n

CX;)l a ill S the lllOdel.

For tinw t the procuss I~ had bcell developed. Tllc IPC corrct~wliJirl[j

to it was lPCt. Given the relative factor prices Of ti)t? ]io~ pLpt, tili~

process was Li)e cost minimizing one, 311c\!It is developed tile rumainder of

its IPC bccorrms irrelevant !~ecause, for period t + 1, the IPC has si~ifted

inward5 Lo IF’CL+l. If factor prices remai)~ the same, entrepreneurs wi 11

develop t:icprocess It+l fo,r the next period. If the IPC tias shifteJ

ncutrallys tile tecnn ical cilange wil I be neutral. (Gut A!mad recognizes that

it is possib]e LilJt the [PC shifts in~lards nonneutrally, wl]ic~l\wJuld result

in biases evur] at cons tai~t factor prices, ) If, iwwever, fa’lor prices

Ctlarrgcto p~+] P[+l$ tlwn it is no longer optimal to devciop IL+, iJt4LLhe

process corr. :i; lorl. !i o:] ~+1 lJecoinesoptiri]al.Lo 1’ In Llw graph PC+, PL+l
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Fiqurc 1. /“!ill!]L3Li’s Induced ll]i~ovat.ionIlypotllcsis (Ahrwld IJ66,

~igurt l).

corresponds to a rise in tile relative price

5ilifted neutrally, 1~+1 will be relatively

‘t”

Lecause of ‘the way in \Jl)icllIPC is dof

of la!.mr. {f tlm IPC Ilas

abor saving in comparison to

ned, and given full knowledrjc

of si)treprencurs awut. factor prices and al 1 possible al ternative processes,

induced innovation kiil1 c.crtdirll’foccur. !Jut the assurllptions have to km

exalflincd ,

First, LIIC LIWOry Jssur!k!s t!I.lL tnc f~lrtllerbllift of tile IPC i5 in-



Second, the theory does not consider the possibility of spending re-

sources to influence the shift of the IPC. It is conceivable that re-

sources could be spent either to increase the elasticity of substitution

of the IPC or to have it shift nonneutrally.

Further, the theory might become irrelevant, if the elasticity of the

IPC were not much larger than the isoquauts corresponding to the individual

processes, If, moreover, the IPC was biased, a fundamental bias would

resul t.

Jumping a little bit ahead: to test the relevance of the induced inno-

vation hypothesis requires that one test wtlether the [PC has a substantially

iarger elasticity of substitution than the individual processes. Even if

the IPC was fundamentally biased, a larger elasticity of substitution would

still make induced innovation empirically relevant because it would allow

endogenous forces to increase or offset the fundamental biases to a large

extent. A direct measure of the elasticity of substitution of the IPC is

not attempted, However, I obtained indirect evidence by considering the

biases in Japanese and U.S. agriculture (Binswanger 1972, 1973), Since

Japan and the U.S. had differing trends in factor prices and other eco-

nomic variables, they must have had differing biases in the same time periods,

if the elasticity of substitution of the IPC is large and induced innovation

is empirically relevdnr. The differences in the biases must, moreover, be

large, if the theory is also to be relevant.

Other shortcomings of Ai~mad$s theory are that no other economic factors

governing the rate of return to biases are considered and that the time

dimension of the benefits to biases is neglected. In particular, if biases
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were only obtainable at a cost, the relative importance of a factor, to

whicn a given savings applies, would make a difference in the rate of return.

Kennedy’s (1j64) and Samuel sonls (1$65) version of tt]e induced innova-

tion theory takes account of the relative importance of factors and, in

some sense, of the cost of obtaining biases , and treats the time dimension

more satisfactorily. The basic idea of this theory can best be explained

with an example. Suppose it were equally expensive to develop a new teci]-

nology which reduced labor requirements by IO percent as one which r-educes

capital requirements by 10 per-cent. If the capital share is equal to the

Iai>or si]are, tile

half will c!wose

be neutral tcchn

entrepreneurs will be indifferent between the two and

the one and the other half the other. Tile outcome will

CJI change. If, however, the labor share were 60 percent,

then all would cIIoose the labor-reducing version. If the elasticity of

substitution were less than 1, this would go on until the labor and the

capital shares became equal again , provided the induced biased technical

cilange does not alter the tradeoff relationship between labor requirement

and capital requirement reducing (augmenting) technical change.

Therefore shares can be

changes historically. This

ested the authors.

stable even if the capital-labor ratio

replication of shares stability is what inter-

The following seccion discusses assumptions in mathematical detail and

the objections which might be raised against it.

Write total unit costs as follows:

u = I;R + LW .S.t. Y(AKK, AI(L) ~ 1 (4)
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where V is the wage rate and R the capi tal rental rate and the A1.s are

augmentation coefficients. ~ The instantaneous proportional rate of re-

duction in unit costs can be written

.
u iJ_=’”= ‘aKaK - aLaL + terms involving price changes (5)

u

(see Samuelson I$6S for derivation) where aKand aL are the factor shares,

● aA aA
aK 1 K“ L

=—— and aL = ~ —

‘K at ‘L at

iNOW assume:

1. given factor prices

2. an exogenously given budget for research and development

of new techniques, and

3* a fundamental trade-off

reduction in labor requ

proportional reduction

between the rate of proportional
,

r~m(?r)ts$aL$ and the rate of
.

n capitai requirements, aK.

Assumption (3), which is simply an assumption about the underlying possi-

bilities of technical change, can be written as:

~’See Solow (1967) for a discussion of factor augmentation. The pro-
duction function in factor augmenting form is

Y = f[(X1*l), (x@4, ... . (xn*n) 1

(X1*1) is the eff~ctiv~ quantity of factor Xl. An increase in Al ilas the
same effect on output as an equiproportional increase in Xl would have had
prior to the increase in Al. Therefore factor augmentation restricts tech-
nical change so ti]at it cannot alter the form or the parameters of the pro-
duction function. It enters by changing the quantity of effective factor
supply. It is immaterial whether effective factor supplies can be measured
or not, because producers will react to changes in marginal productivities
of the factors and alter input quantities according to the unchanged para-
meters of tne production or cost function. It is, I]owever, important to
note that an increase in the quality of factor i does not raise the aug-
mentation coefficient of factor i alone but may affect the A’s of all
cooperating factors. (See page 3h for more on this;)



or (6)

.

iL=f(a\()

(&t :L) = O.

Assume tl]at this ltTransfOrmationll function or as Kennedy (1964) called

it, this ‘tlnnovation Possibility Frontierll (IPF) has the usual character-

istic of cconom c transformat on funct

d2;K

7<0’d3 L

ens, i.e.,

Graphically, this transformation function will look as follows (Figure2)

(Samue Ison 1965):+

Rate of proportional \

reduction of
capital require-
ments (~K)

d3K aK
slope =—=- _-

d~L aL

R}te of proportional

reduction of labor
reqUiremeIIts (&L)

Figure 2: Kennedy*s innovation Possibility Frontier 8“

>kThe lpF is assumed to be invariant over time. Neither Kennedy nor

Samuelson discuss in detail what determines the position of the IPF, whicil,
in a iiay, governs the growth rate. The Farther out tiw IPF lies, the faster
wil 1 b~ tile r,;duction it) input reqluirwiicnts per uni t of output at a given
ratio of &K ~0 ~L.
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(7)

Given equation (5) and equation (~) , one can set LIP a maximization

p r-oh I ,311, t!aximim tl)s rate of instantaneous unit cost reduction subject to

the trade-off relation of factor augmentation.

. . ●

Minimize u = - aKaK
- aLaL

. .
subject to#(a K, aL) = ~.

The solution is completely analogous to the solution of tile similar

system of minimizing cost subject to a given output, where aK and aL

now have the same r%le as factor prices. Ilence, the rate of cost reduction

is maximized at a point where

d6 ~
—=-aL —.

The slope of the IPF has to be equal to

(see Figure 2). Hence, the higher the
. .
aL relative to al< or technical change w

(8)

the inverse rat o of the shares

abor share, the higher will be

11 be relative abor-augmenting.

It will be labor saving if, in addition, u < 1.

The mechanism implied in equation (8) can explain the constancy of

relative factor si-lareseven if the capitaI-labor ratio increases, provided

that o of the individual production process is less than 1. In the ab-

sence of technical change, an Increase in the capital-labor ratio would

increase the labor share. But as the labor share increases, resources are

shifted by the above mechanism to the development of labor-augmenting tech-

nology, which will offs~t the tendency of the labor share to increase.

Dynamic properties of this system under various assumptions can be found
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in Samuel son (1365) and Drandakis and Phelps (1966). The basic weakness

of this approach lies in the assumption that the rate of proportional
# .

reduction of labor requirements (aL) is a function of (aK) independent

of the initial levels of capital and labor inputs (assumption 6), Ahmad

(1966) shows graphical ly that this independence assumption impi ies that

the IPC corresponding to this IPF is of the Cobb Douglas form. The

“metaproduction function” corresponding to this IPC isoquant (Hayami and

Ru ttan, 1970) is therefore a Cobb Douglas function.*

Under these circumstances, it is clear that any theory of induced

innovation based on the assumption (6) must result in shares stability: If

the meta-production function is Cobb-Douglas, it will shift meutrally over

time. Even if individual subprocesses have elasticities of substitution

of less than one, factor ratios and shares are determined by the Cobb-

Douglas meta-production function in the long run. Even with apparently

nonneutral technical change shares will be stable. This shares stability

‘wi11 obtain whether tile inducement mechanism is factor prices or factor

shares. In a way this latter approach just replaces the concept of neutral

shifts of the individual production process with another more hidden form

of fundamental neutral ity.~$~ Ahmad’s framework

:~For a mathematical proof see Binswanger (’

Yc~’rThestrange rcsul ts which are obtained Wi
approach when the elasticity of substitution of
Processes is larqcr tlldn one have no importance

is therefore more general

973).

h the Kennedy-Sanuelson
the individual production
at all since then there

cannot exist a t~ade-off relationship (S). It makes no sense to assume
that individual processes have larger elasticities of substitution than
the meta-production function, which in this case is Cobb-Douglas with an
elasticity of substitution of one.
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because his IPC can have any functional form and shift neutrally or non-

neutrally. Both versions of the induced innovation hypotheses have to be

considered starting points for a more general theory.

Empirical Evidence on Induced Innovation

Solow (1957), Sato (1970) and Felll\er (1971) consider the question of

whether there has been an aggregate labor saving bias in technological

change in the U.S. economy. All three attempts impute biases, if any,

to the effect of technical change alone and neglect the human capital

aspect as a possible source of bias. But for their argument it is im-

material whether human capital is a source of bias or not. Solow’s test

is based on the mathematical fact that, if biases occur, the rate of tech-

nological change (his residual) cannot be independent of the capital labor

ratio. Since he fails to find such a relationship, he concludes that tech-

nical change must have been neutral.

Drandakis and Phelps (1966) show that, if the production function is

CES and technical change is factor augmenting, the Hicks bias, (la) de-

fined in terms of a change in marginal rates of substitution at constant

factor prices, can be measured as follows:

{

L-saving
l-a (:L - :K) ~ oQK=———

/

L-neutral
<

ra
L-us ing

(9)

.
with aK and ~L defined as before.+ ..,.

7kThis equation shows the important fact that relatively labor-
augmenting technical change need not be labor-saving. Three cases exist:

(1) uCases: = 1 Technical ci~ange is always neutral;
(2) o < ~ Technic~l change is labor-saving if 6L > 5K,

it is capital-saving if AL < 4K;
(3) 0< 1 Technital ci]ange is labor-saving if ~L < ~K~

, .
it is capital-saving if aL > ~K.

(continued on page 18)



Sato (1970) showed that the rate of proport

coefficient (~i) can be measured as Fol lows

. ah. -(;-ii)
ai=’

a-l

18

onal change in the augmentation

rJ#l

i =1,2 (10)

where lower case letters with dots are logarithmic time derivatives i.e.

rates of change of

He USeS the d

augmentation :

\/i = wage of factor i

Y = output

Xi = quantity of factor i.

screte change equivalent of these formulas to der

cries for capital and labor for the U.S. private

from 1Y1O to lj60 assuming that u is less than 1.

tie finds that teci~nical change ilas been alliwst exclusively

ve factor

onfarm sector

labor aug-

I;]ent i ng. If u is less than one, this implies that tecl]nical change has

Deer] labor saving (equation 9) , which contradicts Solods finding.

Sate’s conclusion is supported by Fcllner (1371) who SI]OWS that during

tl~eperiod l~h/3-lj57 the labor sl~are rose from approximate

~~ilileit remained constant during the rest of the period

tween 1948 and 1957 the capital-labor ratio rose at a much

(3.7~i per annul]) than during any part of the period 1920-1:

y 60% to 65&

920-1966. Be-

faster rate

66. This is

interpreted as follows: Given an elasticity of substitution of less than

That relatively ]amr-augmenting technical change (hL > AK) is labor-using
foru>l, is explained as follows: The increase ii]efficiency of labor
allows entrepreneurs to reduce the amount used. But wit!l higher marginal
product at a constant price, there is now an incentive to substitute labor
for capital. And the elasticity of substitution is so large that the in-
centive to use less labor due to its efficiency increase overri~les the
initial saving made possible by the efficiency increase.



One , the rise in tne capital labor ratio during the wlhole of the period

1920-1966 sIIould tlave had a tendency to increase the labor share during

tile entire period. That it did not do so must have been due to an exactly

offsetting labor saving

period, the rise in the

not sufficient any more

bias, except between 1948 and 1957. In this sub-

capi Lai labor ratio was so large that the bias was

to hold shares constant.

The exactly offsetting bias except between l!lii~an~J !357 would be con-

sistent with a share induced innovation process according to Kennedy and

Sarnuelson. It is, however, also consistent with the idea of a fundamental

bias during the entire period.

Also, the fact that the labor share actually increased between 1948

and 1957 and stayed coilstant afterwards would indicate that the inducement

mechanism to hold shares stable did either not work at all during that

period or was so weak as to have oi]ly a small impact. If the share in-

ducement llecl~anism had been very responsive, the labor share would not

ilave risen between lj48 and 1957 despite tile strong rise in the K/L ratio.

But constancy of the labor share throughout the period might then again

Ilave been consistent with the opposing hypothesis that technical change was

neutral throughout ttle period. This is just an example of the impossibility

of inferring something about the source of biases on the basis of actual

share behavior in only one country wi thout measuring the biases first.

Solow’s finding of neutrality is inconsistent with Sate’s and Fellner’s

finding of nonneutrality. If Sato and Fellner are right then we still do

not know whetiler the bias was fundamental or not.
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Ilayami and t7uttan (1970) followed an entirely different approach: The y

compared agricultural time series data on labor, land and capital (machinery)

productivity in Japan and the U.S.. The differences in the development of

these series between tile two countries is so striking that they conclude

that the differences must be due to biases rather than to ordinary factor

substitution along the production function of the neutrally changing pro-

duction process.

To test whether their impression is ricjlltHayami and

that at each moment of time the elasticities of substitut

in agricultural production is very small so that almost f

prevail. As support ti~cy

fertilizer t-cspoilsewllici]

crop does not Cilange very

cite evidence from experimental

Ruttan then assume

on among factors

xed proportions

studies on

indicate t!lat the optimal fertilizer use in each

ITIdcij wi til cllangcs in prices. LXainplss of lnechanica]

processes suci] as ilarvos~ing of grairl are also presented. However, wtlile it

,l]a/b(: true t!ldt for il]dividdal crops or tasks tile elasticities of substitu-

tion are quite sniall, this may no longer I}old for the farm level where much

more flexibility is likely to exist, as Iil)ear programming studies in general

show.

Given the assumption of almost fixed proportions of individual pro-

ductiotl processes, the induced innovation Ilypothesis can be proved as fol-

1Oivs: Estimate the elasticities of substitution using time series data.

If they are large then the ex post observed substitution must have been due

to biased tcctlnical cllangc ratiler tl]an to substitution along a given prcJ-

ductiun functiol] id]icil,#as assumed to !Je very difficult. The advantage of

ttlis method is that it would prove both the endogeneity of the biases and
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the predominant role of factor prices in explaining them.

Tne estimation equation which tlayami and Ruttan use to estimate the

elasticities of substitution has certain problems which are reviewed in 3ins-

wangeri1373). Their largest measured elasticities of substitution is 1.3

between macllinet-y and labor in the U.S.. All other elasticities uf sub-

stitution] arc Jstimated to be less tl~an one. Therefore, if one rejects

their ilypotilcsis of almost fixed proportions at eact~ moment of time one

cannot consider their estimates as conclusive evidence for the induced

innovation I]ypotheseso

In the light of this it seemed to be necessary to actually measure

ti)e biases fc]r the U.S. and the Japanese agriculture. This was the start-

ing point for rny odn work of measuring biases in the nldny factor case.;:

Instead of tl)e a production function the trar]scerrclentallogarithmic

per unit cost functiol~ is used (Christensen, Jorgensen and Lau 1370). The

function is a logarithmic Taylor series expansion of an arbitrary twice

differentiable cost function to the second term. It is therefore less

restrictive than the production and cost functions currently in use. I11

particular it allows arbitrary and variable elasticities of substitution

among all factors. The cost function contains all the information about

tile production process which its dual production function contains.

[n Iogariti]mes it is written as follows:

(11)

>$Details of the proceciure and a rigorous derivation of tile approac}l
in terms of a factor augmenting framework can be found in (llinswanger 1972,
1973). The derivation presented ilere is a heuristic short cut.
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where U is per unit cost and Wi are factor prices. Because of Slvepl}ar(J’s

au = xi),lemma (_
3’lli

alr)u~=v. +zy—=
i I ij lflWj, i = I.. on (12)

alnWi j

where ai are the factor shares. Equation (12) explains the shares at a

moment of time in terrls of factor prices. Differentiating totally and assum-

ing Vi and Yij to be constant we have:

da i ,j dlil\dj,=Ly. i = ]O..n (13)

j

whicil explains the share c[langes due to factor price changes. If (13) is

taken over time, tlwre will, Ilowever, be another reason of factor share

changes, namely the biases. Call these share changes daY’:, which would occur

in the absence of factor price changes. Then (13) becomes

(J(Ii =Xy,. Cllnwj i- d[lf~i, i = 1,..11 (]1,)

j “

if wc have data on actual share changes CIU, on the cl]anges in factor prices

dlnW, and if We know tl]eyij parameters then we can solve

da$:i = ‘Ui - X Yij dlnW.
J

(15)
j

i.e., subtract from the actual share changes that part which has been due

to price changes, or

discrete time equiva

time equivalent of (’

factor substitution along a given cost functioi~. The

ent of (15) can then be substituted into the discrete

) toobtain measures of biases.
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This framework was applied to the agricultural sector. Five factors.

were distinguished: land, labor, machinery (including animal power for the

time series data), fertilizer and all other. The parameters of the cost

function were estimated cross sectionally in the U.S. with state data. Four

cross sections for the years 1949, 1954, 1959 and 1964 were constructed from

USDA data.’~

Tl~e estimated values of tileyij are used for both the U.S. and J.~pan.

They were assumed to be constant over time as we~l. This is the key assump-

tion of the whole approach. It derives from the concept of factor augment-

ing technical cilange.>~~~

Time series data were then constructeci for the U.S. (USDA data)

Japan (Okawa et al., 1366). The variables construction tried to aci}

close correspondence of the definitions of the factors for all three

data sets. Complete correspondence was, of course, impossible to acl

and

eve

ieve.

Tile U.S. time series data covered the years 1912-1268 while the Japanese

series covered the period 1823-1362, ,.{ith the years 1941-1j53 missing.

TIIe series of the biases are presented graphically. The figures will com-

pare the Japanese and ttle U.S. biases for land, labor, machinery and fertilizer.

,diases for “ottwr” imputs are not presented because they do not show any

independent information (tlus sum of ti]e biases has to he zero). The graphs.

>~Considerablc data transformations on the cross section data as well
as on 2 time series data sets was necessary. For a full discussion of ttle
sources of the data and the transformation see (Binswanger 1973).

:;$’Theassumption does not imply tilat the countries are onthe same pro-
duction or cost function. Difference in tile augmentation coefficient is
sufficient to place the unit isoquants of the two countries in entirely
different positions in the positive orthant.
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wi 11 also show stand ardi zed series of actual share behavior except wl]ere

tile indices of biases and actual snares Imove closely together.

Figure3 may help interpret the graphs. Suppose the line OA depicted

the Japanese series of fertilizer bias, wlliIe ti]e 1ine OBC represented tile

fertilizer bias in the !J.S.. Tile slope of the line is the measure (1) of

B while tilewilole line represents cumulative biases. Both series originate

at t at a level of 100, which corresponds to the level of the actua

share in each country at that time. The actual shares at t will in

be different between the c?untries. This initial difference is not

it may result from differences in factor pr

ences in biases which occurred priar to tile

tell us ttlat Japan had experienced a fertil

factor

general

explained.

ces at that time and from differ-

investigation. The grapl] would

zer using bias at constant ra~e

Jurillg the entire period which

share if price cilanges t~ad not

Us., on the other hand, would

would have tended to double the actual factor

deviateri the actual share from that path. The

first ilave experienced a fertilizer saving

bias witi~ a corresponding tendency of the actual share to decline by 30%.

1

200 ‘
A

I
~ I I

t i-i i .t+n Time

Figure 3: Example of graph, semi-log scale.



After time t + i, however, the bias wou d have been positive w

rate (equal slope) as the Japanese bias. The total impact of

25

th an equal

he U.S. bias

during the period would have been a tendency of the share to rise by 10%.

Suppose we only had the data from t + i to t + n. Then both series

would originate at the level of 100 at t + i and be presented by an identical

line DE with equal slope as the other ones. From that evidence alone we

would conclude that both countries had experienced identical fertilizer

biases, which would Iea.d us to bel ieve that the bias was exogenous. Given,

however, the strong divergence of the biases between t and t + i, we would

reach the opposite conclusion that biases ilave been endogeneous, at least

between t and t + i.
1

This example is given to show tilat equal development of biases for one

factor share during a long period does not necessarily disprove the endo-

geneity ilypothesis. The economic forces on that particular factor during

that time migilt i]ave been similar and caused similar biases. A strong case

for exogenei ty could, hol~ever, have been made if all biases showed similar

slopes during most of the time,>f

Turning on to t}Ie evidence (Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7) note that tile

Japanese series start in 1893 wijile the U.S. series start only in 1512,.>~fi

tioth series are standardized for the 1512 value of the actual share, iqote

a~so ttlat there is a data break for the Japanese series from 1540 to 1~54.

;*By a similar reasoning, it is clear that neutrality of a bias for one
factor alone does not mean that this neutrality is exogenous. If an induced
innovation process !]as occurred long before t, the rate of return to further
saving or using biases in this factor might have been no larger than the
rate of return to neutral efficiency growth of this factor, i.e., the possi-
bilities of furtiler biases might have come close to exhaustion precisely be-
cause induced biases have previously been st”rong.

~~$ri{urn~rica]values reported ill tile appendix.
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While. we still know what the total impact of the bias has been in ttlis

interval , possible departures from a straight line during this time are

unknown.

From tileevidence for land and labor alone, the conclusion would

probably have been t,lat, wnile biases did occur, they were of essentially

the same nature in both countries during the period of overlap. This would

have led to a conclusion that some exogenous force was at work. The only

evidence for endogenei ty would have been the following observations: In

both countries the labor biases were labor saving after the second World War

which coincides with a strong wage rate rise in both countries. Also, the

labor saving bias in tile U.S. was much stronger than in Japan, which tends

to confirm tile endo~cnei.ty because labor price rises were stronger in tlw

!J.S. tilan in Japan during tile fifties. Ilut tilis wuld be only ‘jk?~li. uvidf:[lcc

For thu endogeneity hypothesis. Also tl]e biases, contrary to what one might

cxpuct initially , were rather weak. A priori we might have expected a strong

land saving bias in Japan. Tile only ex post explanation that tilis did not

occur might be that Japan started in 18j3 already at a point where land saving

biases had occurred previously and driven the rate of return from further

biases down @r the cost of the biases up.

Turning now to the evidence from machinery and fertilizer, it becomes

clear tl~at the biases were endogenously determined to a very large extent.

The U.S. experier}ced a strong machinery using bias while Japan experienced

a macilinery saving one. This is what would be expected from the induced

innovation hypothesis.
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The fertilizer h

the U.S. experienced <

fertilizer efficiency

ases strengthen this conclusion. From 1932 to 1962

strong fertilizer using bias while Japan had neutral

growti~. This can only be explained if biasc:s are

endogenous. It is also interesting to note that the Japanese period of

neutral ity fol lowed after a period of strong fertilizer using bias. This

lends support to tile hypothesis, that after a prolonged period of bias in

one direction, further gains from biases become exhausted, despite a further

drop in the input price. This in turn suggests that not too much should

be made of tile almost neutrality of the labor and land series.

i{OW would one, a posteriori, expiain the fact that biases were much

weaker for labor and land (except for iabor in the perioJ after WorJd’ iJar 11).

Uoth fertilizer and machinery went through strong structural changes in

their form and production methoJs. i

the source of plant nutrients was pr

farmers ti~emselves. Chemical fertil

efore the period under consideration

marily organic fertilizer prclduced by

zer cila.ngedthe form of piant nutrients

and their production “takes place outside tile farm sector. TiJis releases farm

labor for other purposes. Essentially the same is true for machinery. This

factor consisted originally of draft animals and tools and implements which

could be produced on the farm or in smail scale

end of the period , mechanical traction replaced

machinery became more complex and were produced

rural industry. Towards the

the animals, the tools and

largely outside the farm

economy. It scelirsclear that the strongest biases wouid he expected with

respect to fdctors undergoing such strong changes. But this is an a

i>osteriori explanation whicil was not considered at the outset.



Anotner conclusion can be made from the series: Where strong biases

occurred, the absolute difference between the Japanese and the U.S.

cumulative bias is equal to or larger than the larger of the absolute

cumulative biases. This means that the total extent of the large biases

must be explained by endogenous forces rather tl]an a fundamental bias in

any direction, This not only strengthe[]s the endogeneity hypothesis but

means tilat endogenous biases are empirically important in explaining shares

and wage rates of factors.

Conclusions with respect to tile precise inducement mechanism$ arc nega-

tive. Which element is most important in terms of function (2), the factor

prices, interest rates, s ize of markets, or cost of obtaining the innovation?

Data are only available on changes in factor prices and factor shares and

both fail if considered to be the sole empirical relevant source clf bias.

From the graphs no clear relationship emerges between actual shares and

biases. When the price data are inspected, the following conclusions

emerge (Appendix ‘rablcs 3 and 6): The price of fertilizer relative to the

output price declined dramatically in both countries. This is consistent

with the observed biases. After World War II the price of labor rose in

botn countries which is consistent with labor saving biases during that

period as well. But the puzzle lies in the behavior of machinery prices

and machinery biases: Nachinery prices rose as fast in the U.S. as labor

prices while they declined in Japan. But it was the U.S. which experienced

ii]achinery using biases while Japan experienced a machinery saving bias. If

ctlanges in relative factor prices had been tlw single most important force

determining tnc biases, this would not have been possible. Other variables,

sucil as the absolute level of relative factor prices, interest rates, size



of market etc, must have been important as well.

CONCLUSIOiJS

This section briefly summarizes Lhe empir

elusions of this paper for tt)e induced innovat

show some policy implications.

cal and theoretical con-

on ilypothesis and tries to

The comparison of the biases in the agricultural sectors of Japan

and t~~eUnited States SI1OWS ti~at the biases are endogeneous to a very large

extent. This does not mean ti~at advances in basic sciences are unimportant.

Without such advances tile fertilizer using biases in both countries \/ould

not L)3VC been possible. But tl~e basic sciences are only a necessary con-

dition for tecilnical change. They leave the options opeIl as to tlw timing

of technical change and the direction of the biases which are determined

by economic forces.

Does this conclusioil generalize to the economy as a whole. sate’s

work on lmeasuring biases of tne U.S. private nonfarm sector seem to support

ti]is. The labor saving biases which i]eiileasured are clearly consistent witi~

induced innovation because the rise in wage rates has been one of the most

important features of recent U.S. economic history. So the burden of the

proof is now on those wl~o argue that biases are exogeneously determined.

On the ot~wr Iland it I]as not been possible to find out how the differ-

ent economic variables interact in determining the biases. Simple hypotheses

tilat just one set of variables is all important seem to be doomed to failure.

Therefore it will be necessary to build a better formal model of induced

innovation capable of generating refutable empirical hypotheses. Such a model
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will have to be an investment model. Ahmad’s graphical technique is unable

to take into account tlw time dimension of the costs and benefits of effi-

ciency gains. I also believe that attempts to generalize Kennedy’s inno-

vation possibility frontier will not lead anywhere for the following reasons:

Factor augmenting technical change has a tremendous appeal because of its

mathematical simplicity. Changes in tile factor augmenting coefficients nave

the same effect on output than an equiproportional increase in tilC correspond-

ing factor of production. All one has to know is the changes ill the factor

augmenting coefficients and the parameters of the production function to

determine what will happen to output. BuL the problem with this approach

is that, while we may be able to measure the changes in factor augmenting

coefficients a posterior, we have no way to know how they have been gen-

erated. Have they been due to investments in human capital, quality im-

proveinents in capital equipment or intermediate inputs, new production

techniques or organizational improvements? There is no simple relationship

between any one of these cnanges and particular augmentation coefficients.

iiuman capital does not only affect the augmentation coefficient of labor

but of all cooperating factors, but we do not know

same holds for new production techniques etc.j~ In

benefit of efficierlcy gains is in the augmentation

tile cost is in some redl investment activity. Any

to what extent. The

Kennedy’s framework the

of the factors. But

businessman or economist

could not answur apriori the question of which economic activity or

~A good example is a new seed variety. The efficiency gain is embodied
in the new seeds. Unless you ilave the new seeds there is no access to tile

efficiency gain. But not only the augmentation coefficients of ttlc seeds
will be altered, but also the augmentation coefficients of all cooperating
factors, and probably in various degrees.
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investment leads to labor augmenting technical change. And unless we

know, that, there is no way in which useful policy guidelines can come out

of a factor augmenting induced innovation hypothesis.

The task of building an

by the presence of externality

ficiency gains.

nvestment mode] will be further complicated

es in mos~ activities whictl lead to ef-

Wi tll respect to development pol icy tile conclusion of ttl

strengthens tile conclusions of Scnul tz (ljG!t) oecause optill]a

s paper-

teclmology

is clearly shown to be location specific. Unless ldss dcveloped countries

are able to set up institutions which are capable of respofidiilg to local

factor scarcities in developing and distributing modcrl) production inputs

they will not be able to achieve growth. Also factor prices should be

suciI that producers are given the incentives to adopt these locally

developed production metl~ods. Some

advanced countries is of course poss

wi 11 be more succcssfdl if tiley copy

mi tat ion of production meti70cls of more

ble and desirable. But tk countries

methods from countries which have

had simil<ar factor endowments to their own ones rather Lhan from tile western

cuuntries idlic!lare rich in physical and human capital.
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APPENDIX

Indices of biases, data on factor shares and data

on prices used to derive tl~e series of biases
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Table 1. U.S. Factor silares adjusted for factor price influerlce: 1ndi ces
of biases in technical change.

Numerical values, as percent of total ex-

pendi tures

Year Land Labor Mach. Fcrt. Other

lj12 21.0 zti._l 10.9 1.5 28.0
191L 21.2 36.] 11.6 1*L 28.-/
1520 19.6 39.3 3.3 2.1 29.7
]324 2J.J 35.7 10.3 2.2 27.8
1928 lJ.I 41.4 10.4 2.7 27.4
1jj2 18.8 40.3 14.3 2.7 ~)+.o

1336 18.3 32.5 16.3 3.9 23.3
]54~ 16.8 34.3 17.6 ~7.3
lj44 16,5 32.4 16.1 N 24,2
131,8 17.1 37.2 130j 5. I 26.7
1352 16.5 23.8 19.7 5.7 22.3
1256 16.3 30.6 23.1 6.5 ~3*1+

I260 17.1 27.2 23.4 6.1 26.1
1964 17,8 25.3 22.4 d.7 27.3
1968 lg.1 25.3 23.1 7.2 25.3

;tandarciized, as percent of their 1910-1~12 value

]j]~ 100 100 100 100 100
1516 101.1 95.3 106.8 >0.5 102.6
1Y2J 33.5 102.6 85.6 113.4 ~0601

IJ24 95.4 103.7 94.8 113.j jj.4
]j~~ 86.3 108.1 j5.8 144.0 97.5
1932 89.7 105.2 131.7 11+~.i+ u~,f}

1336 yo.1 84.3 150.1 IsY.: 104.7
1940 80.1 39.6 162.1 204.1 ~&.3
1)44 78.7 100.3 143.3 253.2 86.5
1348 81.5 57.2 128.d 267.3 95.4
1952 78.7 77*Y 181.4 ~y~e~ 101,1
lj56 77*7 73.9 212.7 j41.8 83.6
IjLo 81.; 71.0 215.5 323.3 Y3.3
1JG4 :4.9 67.4 236.3 354.4 37.6
]j~~ )1.1 66.1 ~1~’)~ 37).9 ,~,1+
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Table 2. Development of actual shares, U.S.

‘4I umerlcal values, as percent of total ex-

pencii tures

Year Land Labor Mach. Fert. Other

21.0
21.6
17.3
13.7
15.3
13.6
14.9
12.0
8.5
3.4
9.8
11.5
15.6
17.5
20.4

38.3
36.5
49.5
38.5
40.9
37.6
34.7
35*3
33*5
37*7
23.7
27,4

21.3
1[1.3
15.$3

10.9
11.6
10.1
10.3
10.2
12.6
14.5
15.1
14.0
12.2
17.j
20.1
Ij.a
18.5
12* I

1.2
1.3
2.CI

1.7
1.9
1.6
2.2
2.3
2.3
2.4
3.0
3.3
2.9
3.3
3.6

28.0
28,4
30.1
29.7
21.1
29.7
33.7
35*Z

35.6
3;.3
4U,0
37.8
40.4
42.3
1}].1

Taole 2. iJ.5. ir]put price/output price ratio indexes

Year Land Larmr 14@h . Fert. Otlwr

1210-12= 100

100
103.;
IOj.f)
II:)L.L
Ilti.j
101.j
110.9
160.1
211.7
222. L
214.6

222.6
241.5
270.9
2$().4

aFor coilstruction of tne seritis an(l ti]e data sources, sec ilinswanger
1;73.
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TaDle 4. Japanese factor shares adjusted for factor price influence:
Indices of biases in technical ch~nge

Numerical va~ues~ percent Of total ex-
pendi tures

Yea r Land Labor Hach. Fert. Other

31.6
31.2
28.6
29.6
3!),1
39.8
23”3
30.6
27.7
26.4
26.4
29.2
28.7

38.0
39.4
43*5

43.0
42.3
42.3
42.4
41.1
48.9
51.4
50.4
43.1
41.5

10.9
3.4
9.2
9.1
8.2
7.4

&.3
7.8
6.2
6.1
6.4
7.1
7.2

16.6
17.3
lj.7
14.5
14.7
13.!)
13.0
12.3
10.2
7.]
8.4
11.8
13.3

,354 23.1 40.3 7.8 3.3 I.j.j
1J58 26.5 37.4 5.6 8.1 22.4
I562 26.2 33.5 4.3 7.5 23.3

Standardized, as a percent of 1:310-1912 value

122.6 88.5
101.3 9/.8
32.9 101.4
jj.1 100.2
97*7 98.6
100.0 100.0
j5.1 33.8
3’3.4 35.8
89.9 ]lL\oo
85.7 120.(.)
85.7 Iil.j
j4.8 100.5
93.2 36.7

147.3
127.0
124.3
123.0
110.8
Iilo.o
112.1
105.4
83.8
82.4
86.5
j5.1
37.2

50.0
42.3
55.2

65.5
81.0
100.0
120.7
]1+].i}

120.7
144.3
143.1
151.7
160.3

127.7
133.1
121.il
111.5
112.1
100,0
1000.
54.6
78.4
53.2
64.6
3LO.8
102.3

1354 75.0 93.9 105.4 16U.3 ljtl.a
Ijjo 86.9 87.1 75.7 139.7 172.3
1362 84.4 89.7 66,2 129.3 176.Y
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Table 5. Development of actual shares, Japan

Numerical values, percent of total ex-

pendi tures

Year Land La~or Mach. Fert. Other

31.6
3!).1
25*8
27.5
27.6
23,4
25.9
28.0
22.7
21.4
2J.8
25.2
24.o

38.0
40.0
44.2
43.0
42.7
4~*G
/}~07
40,6
48.;
>0.1
4J*3
43.2
42.2

10,9
9.9
5’.7
9*5
9.1
8.5
9.2
6.7
7.LI

:::
8.$
(“l2*1

2.9
2.7
2.6

N

::?
7.1
5.3
6.1+
6.3
7.4
8.2

16.6
17.2
17.7
16.9
16.6
lj.~

16.1
15.5
15.7
14.6
15.2
15.3
16.5

1954 1/.6 44.7 lo.~ 7*9 22.0
Isjs 20.1 41.j 9.3 7.0 22.1
1962 20.1 4!).4 9.2 6.3 24.4

Year Land Labor flactl. Fert. otiler

191f)-12 = 100

130.8
ILJ.2
148.7
12j’, j
118.2
100.0
116.1

93.8
74.5
71.5
73.7
‘d2.L
79.1

113.’)
ilj.j
112.3
101}*:

106.1
lf)i).o
llj.4
3j*2

lJ7.7
]Ql}.z
]]J.j
1(11.1
105.6

122. /
126.0

116,3

:3 kor cOnstrdctiOl) Of ti7c series and thu data sources scc Bins.wanger 1973.


